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Your DirectRoute
tag works on
every toll road in Ireland

Installing your tag in a car
You should install your DirectRoute tag inside
your vehicle, just behind the rear-view mirror.

1. Insert the Tag
Attach the holder to the tag by
sliding it into the slot of the tag,
as pictured.

Installing your tag in a bus, lorry or truck

Tag Placement

You should install your DirectRoute tag inside your
vehicle, at the bottom centre of the windscreen.

For accurate tag readings on toll roads nationwide, it is
important to position your tag in the correct location. Please
read these instructions before affixing your tag. The tag must
be placed behind your rear view mirror in the centre of the
shaded/dotted area.

1. Insert the Tag
Attach the holder to the tag
by sliding it into the slot of
the tag, as pictured.

2. First Check the

2. First Check the
Position
Before you remove the
adhesive protection, place the
holder including the tag
horizontally behind the rear
view mirror, making sure that it
will fit and not obstruct the
driver’s view.

3. Clean your
windscreen
With the cleaning tissue
provided where the tag will be
placed. Make sure that the
windscreen is dry and has a
temperature of at least 15oC.
If necessary, dry with a cloth..

4. Remove Adhesive
Protection
The tag holder is now ready
to attach to the windscreen.

5. Attach the holder
Fix the tag holder (with tag
attached) on the windscreen,
making sure that the tag is
straight. Hold firmly for at least
10 seconds. If your windscreen
is UV-coated, install the holder
on the black dots.

Position
Before you remove the
adhesive protection, place the
holder including the tag
vertically at the bottom of the
windscreen, making sure that it
will fit and not obstruct the
drivers’s view.

3. Clean your
windscreen
With the cleaning tissue
provided, clean the
windscreen where the tag
will be placed. Make sure
that the windscreen is dry
and has a temperature of at
least 15oC. If necessary, dry
with a cloth.

4. Remove Adhesive
Protection
The tag holder is now ready to
attach to the windscreen

5. Attach the holder
Fix the tag holder (with tag
attached) on the windscreen,
making sure that the tag is
straight. Hold firmly for at
least 10 seconds

Note: Some windscreens have a metallic layer to reflect
heat from the sun, In this case the tag must be placed
within the designated areas of the windscreen without this
coating. These are normally marked with a different color or
pattern.

The tag MUST be placed behind the rear view
mirror in the center of the shaded/dotted area.
The shaded/dotted area varies in shape depending on
the make and model of the vehicle. It has been
specifically designed to enable Tags to work
particularly on cars with Metallic/Athermic and Heated
Windscreens.

This is critical for vehicles with heated or athermic
windscreens.
Some older model cars may not have this shaded area. If
this is the case, simply place behind the rear view mirror.

Fitting instructions for modern people
carriers and vans
e.g: Renault Espace, Citroen Grand Picasso, Ford Focus SMax,
Ford Galaxy. NB: Position the tag at the bottom edge of the
shaded area.

